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Blackwood Catholic Parish – Glenalta Project; Take 3 
Since our mid-way report, many of the requests and tasks we were asked to accomplish have been achieved. 

Besides ensuring the grounds had 
adequate stormwater drainage and the 
property met with Australian Standards 
and the state building code, a request was 
made to make The Cottage appear more of 
a church building than it has in the past  

Using steel from the former car port, a 
metal cross was made and erected in the 
front garden near the Laffers and Main 
Road intersection. Today the cross is visible 
from many locations, both from within the 
grounds and also from both roads. 

 

Completion of paving both in the 
courtyard and southern side of The 
Cottage were also completed. New 
drainage, sewer IP and downpipes 
were all installed. Paving was designed 
to flow from the front through to the 
courtyard. The former brown pavers 
were relocated to the southern side of 
The Cottage.  

 
It is hoped that what has been achieved will 
lead to greater use of the courtyard and its 
surrounding amenities. 

Two tables and a bench that were stored 
inside the shed have been painted and now 
sited outside in the courtyard and veranda 
for use by parishioners. 
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To complete the area, our young WFD 
workers took it on themselves to pave 
the area between the fence and the car 
park drain, thus reducing weed growth in the area. Enthused, we asked if they would also pave an area for The 

Cottage and church council bins. 

 

With paving completed, Murray Pest Control returned and drilled the additional five holes in pavers to finalise the 
installation of White Ant baits around The Cottage. 

Other requests that we were asked to accommodate were the repair and maintenance of the hopper windows in the 
front of The Cottage, the installation of a balustrade and the repair of The Cottage’s front steps. Whilst undertaking 
some of this work, dry rot was unfortunately found. Investigation exposed that roughly half of The Cottage’s front 
facia and guttering needed to be replaced. The team consulted with Leo Pisters and he and his son replaced facia, 
scotia and quad where needed. In places only thick paint held the timber and guttering together and the opportunity 
was taken to also replace guttering that was rusted out with thick paint filling its holes. 
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While it is easy to criticise after the 
event, what was found was the result 
of poor quality workmanship where 
builders bog had been used to hide 
holes caused by dry rot and then 
painted over, hiding the patched 
repair. A supposedly respectable firm 
is now being asked to please explain 
their actions. 

Once Leo’s team had completed their task, we undertook to 
free front windows that had been painted shut and hence 
sealed closed by paint. 

Painting of the new facia and guttering was then 
undertaken by staff with WFD workers assisting at 
ground level. 

The steps at the front of The Cottage were then 
repaired with the generous help of a staff member’s 
friend. The steps were tiled and the risers rough 
rendered. 

 

A large clean-up of materials no longer needed was 
undertaken. Sorting of what can be recycled, sold or 
removed as rubbish followed.  

Trips were made to a metal salvage yard with the 
old rusted iron sheeting from the car port and shed. 
Surplus brown pavers were sold and broken bricks, 
dry rotted timber, and general refuse were 
removed. 
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The next stage was the removal of the tilt-a-door. 
For this task Mario’s skills as a welder were used. 

From the old tilt-
a-door a new side 
entrance, solid 
side panel and 
trestle stand 
were made. The 
new front was 
then cleaned and 
painted the same 
colour as the 
Colorbond sides 
and new roll-a-
door. 

The last task 
undertaken was 
the making and 
installing of 
cupboards for 

both the shed and the hall. Clem assisted us in this 
area by cutting all our donated timber to sizes we 
requested.  

The task was to install shelving in the shed for Archdiocese and Parish material that has to be kept for several years.  

In addition we had Clem build cupboards for 
the hall. These cupboards will house materials 
used by various groups who use the hall for 
their activities 

Geoff, Tony and Peter [ the WFD supervisors ] 
are indebted to: 
 

Mary and John Quirk – Blackwood Hire 
Carol and Leo Pisters – General Builders 
Barb and Clem Colla – Cabinetmakers  
Corrie and Mario Froscio – Welding 
Steve Kulman – tiler  
City of Mitcham – Mulch 
Energy Education Australia Inc. – Equipment  
 

for all their assistance throughout the 
program. 

We would also like to thank Tony Tonkin for 
all his assistance and advice during the 
program. For a volunteer from outside the 
parish, his assistance is greatly appreciated.


